
edddison Tutorial

edddison for Navisworks – Setup 
and first steps
edddison is a visualization tool that allows non-technical 
users to easily develop and present real-time 3D 
applications. 
It offers the possibility to navigate through 3D data in 
familiar program environments. 
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1. Install software 
Install Navisworks Simulate or 
Manage 2014 or 2015 on your PC 
running Windows 7, 8, or 8.1.

3. Open model
To see how edddison works, use 
one of the sample projects that 
come with your Navisworks copy.
The project used in the tutorial is 
called bathcity/central and can be 
found in the installation directory. 
(usually this is: programs/Autodesk/
Navisworks/Samples/Bathcity/
central)

Go to the edddison tab and press 
Connect.

edddison will be started 
automatically.

2. Install edddison

Install edddison on your computer. 
Follow the installation wizard until 
the installation is complete. You 
might need to restart your computer 
at the end of the installation process.
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4. Create a new edddison 
project
Select Create new project in the 
edddison project dialog and choose 
a name.

Note: edddison saves your files 
automatically, so you should think 
about a name before starting to 
work.

6.1. Create bounding box
To create a new bounding box, 
select the + button. After choosing 
a name, a new bounding box will 
appear at point 0,0,0 in the scene. 
You can now edit the position, size, 
rotation and the pivot point of your 
new bounding box.

5. Manage bounding boxes
With the Navisworks edddison plug-
in you can manage your bounding 
boxes. 
Bounding boxes mark the „walkable 
area“ and prevent getting lost in 
your 3D file.
You can open it by clicking Manage 
bounding boxes.
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6.2. Create bounding box
You can also create a bounding box 
using a selection of objects. The 
bounding box will then be created 
around your selected geometry. 
You can now edit the position, size, 
rotation and the pivot point of your 
new bounding box.

7. Create 3D object
To use 3D objects, you first have 
to create a new folder in the Sets - 
Section and name it edddison. 
3D objects can be moved around as 
well as turned on and off seperately 
via edddison.

Note: This folder has to be named 
edddison in order for the object to 
work.

8. Create 3D object

To create a movable object, select 
the desired object directly in the 
scene and drag it into the edddison 
folder. 
As an alternative, you can also 
select it in the Selection tree and 
drag it into the edddison folder.
Now, you can give a name to your 
new 3D object.
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11. Next steps
Go to edddison and insert your 
bounding boxes, points of view and 
3D objects as shown in the How 
to use the edddison editor tutorial, 
which can be found at http://
edddison.com/downloads-tutorials/

10. Create floor plans
Floor plans help you to navigate 
in your scene. The easiest way to 
create a floor plan is to select the 
top view of your project and do a 
screenshot.

Note: The floorplan has to be exactly  
the same size as the corresponding 
bounding box.

9. Synchronize 3D objects
After creating all your 3D objects, 
you have to synchronize with 
edddison. Click Synchronize 3D 
objects to do so.

Note: 3D objects have to be 
synchronized every time you 
change them.


